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About Hywel Dda Community Health
Council (CHC)
We represent independently and without bias the interests of
patients and the public in the way that National Health Services
(NHS) are planned and provided across the counties of
Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire.
Our volunteer members who live in the communities we serve
are supported by a small team of staff who work together to:
 Carry out regular visits to health services talking to the
people using the service and the people providing the care
to influence the changes that can make a big difference;
 Get involved with health service managers when they are
planning service developments and larger scale service
change to emphasise the patient view right from the start;
 Provide free and confidential support through complaints
advocacy if things go wrong and if the health service
complaints process isn’t working;
 Reach out more widely to patients and their families across
communities to provide information, and to gather views
and experiences so that we can represent your interests to
health service managers and to policy makers.
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Introduction
When we were welcoming in the New Year on 1st January 2020,
we could not have predicted that the world would have changed
so much in a few months. The coronavirus pandemic has meant
that every one of us has been affected. Most of us have had to
adapt our daily lives in so many ways and for some of us there
have been more drastic changes than others.
During this time we know that people’s health care has changed.
We have heard so many stories about the challenges that people
have faced. But we haven’t just been listening to these stories,
we haven’t just been recording them, we have been using them.
We have been trying to make sure that decision makers,
planners, health professionals and others understand what this
means for ordinary people in our towns and villages across
Wales, so that then they can do something to make it better.
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The coronavirus pandemic is not over. We know that the winter
period is going to be challenging for several reasons. Being in
lockdown over the spring and summer months has already been
difficult. People are worried about another lockdown or
restrictions on their daily lives. We hear about a second wave of
coronavirus. We know that in the Hywel Dda area, during the
first peak, we did not experience the vast numbers of cases that
arose elsewhere. No one can predict what will happen next and
that kind of uncertainty makes us all feel very afraid.
We want to continue hearing your experiences and we want to
continue trying to make things better. To understand how we
can best help you, we want to tell you some of what we have
done over the past months. The easiest way of doing this is to
look at an imaginary street of people, which could be anywhere
in Hywel Dda, to see what our work has meant for the residents.
We cannot cover everyone’s stories or experiences but we want
to tell you our first pandemic story as an organisation.
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Welcome to our coronavirus nation
street
People in the Hywel Dda area are diverse whether they live in
towns, villages and rural location, on the coast or in-land. Our
residents have homes and families of different types. No one is
typical. Some people live alone, others live in large extended
families. Some people own their own large homes in a parcel of
land, others may rent small flats. Some people drive, some
work part time, some have retired.
Despite all these differences, we all have one thing in common –
we have all been affected by the coronavirus pandemic in one
way or another. The pandemic has had an impact on people’s
health care.
Whether people regularly use health services or are infrequent
attenders in GP surgeries, the changes that have arisen from the
coronavirus pandemic has had an impact on what is available to
them.
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Our street
Our typical street is on a housing estate on the outskirts of a
town in Hywel Dda. It’s a quiet place, a few people have lived
there since the mid-seventies but some are very new to the
area. It’s a mixed street of single people, couples and families,
living in houses and bungalows, most of which are about 50
years old although a couple of homes are relative new-builds.
Some people work in the town, a few commute to other areas.
A few people are looking for work or are in training and
education, some others are retired.
It is a fairly quiet place, not on the main roads. There is a
nearby corner shop, a hairdresser and takeaway place. There is
a primary school about a mile away as well as a secondary
school within 2 miles. The nearest GP surgery is 3 miles away
whilst dentists, opticians and pharmacies are in the nearest
town centre which is just under 4 miles away. The nearest
hospital is 8 miles away and a larger hospital is about 20 miles
away. Most of our families have cars although a few do not
drive and rely on the bus stop which is about a quarter of a mile
away from the end of the street.
The street has over 30 residents, all impacted in different ways
by the pandemic. We now want to share their stories with you.
Some people’s stories may have similarities to you and the way
that you live in your street.
Whilst the Community Health Council doesn’t provide hands-on
health care, and we don’t organise food deliveries or man the
front desks in health care premises, we feel we have made
differences to people like this and people like us.
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No 1 Coronavirus Street

Simon and Julie live here.

1

They are both in their late 40s and neither of them work.
Their home is a bungalow.
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They have no children. They enjoy walking their 2 pet dogs
around the area every day.

They have lots of friends and a busy social life, they like
entertaining and Simon loves his top of the range barbecue and
being an amateur chef.
Julie has multiple sclerosis and at times needs to walk with a
stick but otherwise she can mostly look after herself.
Simon gives her an occasional hand with showering but has to
be careful as he had back problems following an accident at
work. When his back problem flares up Simon can’t drive.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Julie didn’t get a shielding letter to tell her to stay indoors,
although she thought that perhaps she should have one.
But she didn’t know how to check this or who to notify.
She and Simon decided to self-isolate anyway just to be
safer, although this would mean not seeing their circle of
friends very often.
 Simon strained his back putting the bins out after week 3
of lockdown. It meant that he couldn’t go to get their
medication from the pharmacist. The buses didn’t seem to
be running and Simon didn’t know if he could stand for long
if he had to queue to get into the pharmacy. For the first
time they had to arrange for a delivery. They weren’t
really sure how this worked but thankfully after a few
phone calls, it did.
 Julie doesn’t know when she will see her Multiple Sclerosis
consultant next. Her appointment which was due in April
was cancelled. She doesn’t know when she will hear about
it. She doesn’t know how long she should wait before
checking up on this. She doesn’t want to make a fuss
when she knows that the NHS is under a lot of pressure.
 Simon coped OK with the first few weeks of lockdown, he
and Julie were used to being together all the time but as
time passed, Simon began to find he was feeling low and
didn’t have much ‘get up and go’. He missed being able to
see friends and family every weekend. Without other
people to entertain every weekend, Simon felt less
enthusiastic about cooking. He has put on weight because
it was easier to order takeaways and the deliveries added a
bit of excitement to the week.
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What we did for people in this situation:
 CHCs across Wales told Welsh Government (WG) that the
situation with shielding letters wasn’t clear. We told WG
that some people felt that they should have had letters and
didn’t know what to do when they didn’t receive one. WG
recognised that there had been some problems getting this
right. Action was taken to do something about this and a
second round of letters was then sent out.
 When people contacted Hywel Dda CHC (HDCHC) about
missing shielding letters, we gave them advice about
speaking to their GP or consultant. When we heard that
patients were still having difficulties, we told Hywel Dda
University Health Board (the Health Board) that they
needed to make sure GPs and consultants were clear about
their role, so that there was no on-going confusion.
 When people contacted HDCHC about getting practical help
with shopping or other activities, we signposted them to
community groups and other organisations who could
provide them with the practical help they needed.
 HDCHC checked how local pharmacies were managing to
get people their medication in lockdown. We heard that
there were more deliveries to people’s homes and that
people appreciated this.
 HDCHC heard that pharmacy opening times had changed in
some places because they were struggling to cope with
demand. Not everyone knew about this and people were
turning up to pharmacies to find that they were closed.
HDCHC asked the Health Board to make sure that
information about pharmacies was very clear on their
website.
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 HDCHC also reminded the Health Board that not everyone
had internet access to find information easily. It had to
find ways of sharing this information without assuming that
everyone had a tablet, computer or smart phone.
 When HDCHC heard of one pharmacy texting people to let
them know that their medication was ready, we told the
Health Board that this was a good idea. It meant people
didn’t have to queue outside for ages in bad weather and it
helped with social distancing. We said that good ideas like
this needed to be copied by other pharmacies.
 HDCHC asked the Health Board to communicate clearly
with people and explain what would happen about
cancelled appointments. We said that people wanted to
use health services sensibly at this time but they needed to
know when they had to do something. The also needed to
know who they should contact to find out more.
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 HDCHC reminded the Health Board that some people just
wouldn’t chase up their own appointments and that the
Health Board had a duty of care to make sure people’s
health care was not compromised by the global pandemic.
 HDCHC knew that whilst some people, like Julie had sticks
and appliances that helped them mobilise, other people
were waiting for equipment to help them remain
independent. We monitored this to see if it was a
significant problem.
 CHCs across Wales identified with WG that people who had
previously been active, with busy social lives, might find
long periods of isolation harmful to their mental health and
physical wellbeing.
 CHCs across Wales kept an eye on the shielding
arrangements as they were moving forward. We reminded
WG that some people felt that they were losing the
’summer’ period by staying at home and this was very
challenging.
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No 2 Coronavirus Street

Raymond and Betty are in their 80s and are a retired
couple.

2

Their home is a bungalow.
They have three children and five grandchildren and
usually see some of them every day. Betty goes out daily
as she loves shopping and going for coffee with friends.
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Ray is 84 and feeling his age, he doesn’t really have any hobbies
and just watches sport most days and he can have the telly on
loud when Betty is out as he doesn’t like wearing his hearing
aid. He is a type 2 diabetic and has no idea what a healthy diet
is. Betty keeps him on the right track but she knows if anything
happened to her, Ray would have no idea how to boil an egg.
Betty has high blood pressure which is regularly checked in her
GP Surgery as she doesn’t really like taking her tablets and
doesn’t always take them when she should. She looks young for
her age and has been a bit offended to have a shielding letter as
she doesn’t want people to know her age or her health
problems. She knows she is at risk because she has a heart
problem, but she has ignored this for years.
One of their sons is a teacher and one of their grandchildren
works as a carer so they are proud to have key workers in the
family.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 For Ray it didn’t really make much difference, apart from the
fact that Betty didn’t go out anywhere to give him any peace.
She would nag him more to go and do the garden or jobs
around the house but if he wasn’t wearing his hearing aid, the
nagging was something he could ignore.
 The grandchildren and children didn’t come into the house but
knocked the door every day to check everything was OK.
Betty was upset by this as that meant she couldn’t really have
a cuppa and a chat and Ray wasn’t much company.
 Betty felt a bit better about shielding when she could see that
several other houses in the street were having supermarket
deliveries – she didn’t feel so embarrassed but she still
missed her weekly shopping trip with her friend Maureen.
 Betty was a bit grumpy about having to learn how to do
online shopping herself. Although Ray can use a
computer he wasn’t interested in helping her and they
had a few strong words about this. Betty found this hard
and although she phoned her teenage granddaughter a
couple of times, she kept on deleting her on-line list when
she didn’t mean to and she felt foolish asking the same
questions repeatedly. The family did try bringing up food
parcels but they kept on buying stuff that she and Ray
would not eat.
 Betty had some headaches and felt a bit unwell, her daughter
bought a blood pressure machine to keep an eye on Betty’s
blood pressure as she couldn’t go to the surgery to get it
checked. They could get the machine to work, but didn’t
really know what to do when the levels seemed high.
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When Ray could see that Betty was getting a bit down, he
did try to persevere with his hearing aid but then it ran
out of batteries and he couldn’t find the spare ones. He
used to go to the hospital to get spares, but he hadn’t
been there for such a long time and he didn’t know if he
would be allowed in to get more. He put his hearing aids
in the drawer and carried on turning the TV volume up.
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What we did for people in this situation:
 CHCs across Wales told WG that some people who’d had
shielding letters were not happy about it. They did not feel
that they should have had them and couldn’t understand
why they were now being called ‘vulnerable’.
 CHCs across Wales told WG and Health Boards that it was
hard for people to learn how to do some new things using
technology for the first time. Trying to learn new things
over the phone can be is difficult and people feel a bit daft
when they can’t do the things that they see teenagers
doing every day.
 We told WG that some people did try to monitor their own
health by buying things like blood pressure machines. But
not everyone could afford one or knew how to use one.
Even if they did, they didn’t know who to turn to when their
readings seemed to be worsening.
 HDCHC told the Health Board that alternative
arrangements for simple supplies such as hearing aid
batteries needed to be found. The Health Board told us
that they had made arrangements to have batteries posted
out to people so that they didn’t have to go into hospitals
for them.
 CHCs across Wales kept reminding NHS organisations that
technology is not the answer to everything. There are
times when people need other people and when this is
missing, it can have a big impact that can be hard to
measure.
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No 3 Coronavirus Street

Alec and Michael are a couple who only recently moved
to the area. They moved just after Christmas, from
Manchester.

3

Alec is a teacher and Michael is an accounts clerk.
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They are both pretty much healthy although Michael is
overweight and a smoker. He has asthma and uses an inhaler
occasionally.
They moved to the area for a fresh start in a more rural area.
They haven’t really got to know any of their neighbours yet and
don’t know where main hospitals are apart from the one that
Alec drives by, on his way to work each day. Michael works
from home. They have registered with a doctor but haven’t
needed to go there since moving.
They were hoping to do lots of beach activities over the
summer, to get fit but the local lockdown has prevented this.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Michael’s routine, working at home didn’t change much
until his hours got reduced. He was home alone for longer
periods of time without having made any new friends. He
couldn’t even get to know the neighbours by inviting them
in.
 Michael has always suffered from anxiety. The recent
move, the financial situation from his reduced hours and
risk of coronavirus has meant he couldn’t sleep well. He
tried on- line relaxation techniques but would have liked to
have seen a counsellor but didn’t know how easy this was
to get in Wales. He noticed that maybe he was drinking a
bit more to help him sleep but has now cut back a bit.
 He also found he was smoking more and knew that this
could make his asthma worse but couldn’t find anything
else to do when he was on his own to keep busy.

 Alec had to continue going to school as a key worker. He
didn’t mind this until the news started describing how
ethnic minorities were at greater risk. He worried that this
meant that he was an infection risk for Michael who has
Jamaican ancestry. Because of the money situation he
couldn’t stop going to work and he also enjoyed getting out
of the house and was grateful that he was still getting paid.
 Alec lost a filling on the second week of lockdown. This
was OK at first but then became very painful. He hadn’t
had a chance to register with a local NHS dentist and didn’t
know what to do. One night, Michael thought that this was
an emergency situation because painkillers weren’t working
and that maybe they should go to A&E. They looked at
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websites but weren’t clear about where they could go or if
they were eligible for treatment.
 At one point Alec felt a bit rough over the weekend, his
throat was uncomfortable but he wasn’t coughing and he
could still taste and smell things. He thought he was
entitled to a test but didn’t know what to do. He did
nothing and after a couple more days felt OK again.
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What we did for people in this situation:
 HDCHC told the Health Board that people didn’t know what
they could do when they had dental pain. We said that the
information on their website was really hard to find and
asked them to make it easier. We wanted to make sure
that there was emergency dental care available that people
could get to.
 HDCHC asked the Health Board how mental health services
were being delivered during the coronavirus pandemic. We
knew that rules about social distancing meant that face to
face appointments had to be stopped but people still
needed help in the meantime. We asked how people could
still have mental health support.
 CHCs across Wales monitored reports about the impact of
coronavirus on Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME)
individuals and asked Health Boards what they were doing
in relation to people at greater risk
 HDCHC asked numerous questions about testing for
coronavirus. We wanted to understand the differences
between the different approaches being used (wet or dry
swab systems) and how reliable the results were.
 HDCHC continued to provide information on our website
and social media platforms about what people should do if
they thought they might have coronavirus.
 HDCHC reminded the Health Board that people wanted to
have some of their usual support services reinstated eg
asthma clinics, when it was safe to do so and that Health
organisations needed to communicate clearly about these.
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No 4 Coronavirus Street
Sylvia lives on her own.

4

She is in her early 50s and has no close family nearby.
She works in a supermarket and is a very private
person.
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Every 3 months Sylvia has a vitamin B12 injection in her
surgery, apart from that she is fit and well.

She goes to visit her mother who lives 40 miles away, every
other weekend. She thinks her mother is showing the early
signs of dementia but her mother insists she can manage. Her
mother had been referred for a hospital appointment to see a
rheumatologist but now Sylvia is worried that her mother might
go on her own if she gets an appointment letter.

Sylvia is worried as her mother lives in a small country cottage
in a very rural area and is a mile from the nearest neighbour.
Sylvia predicted that a lockdown might happen and got her
mother a smart mobile phone just before lockdown.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Sylvia has become a key worker all of a sudden and has
not been furloughed. She has been asked to work some
additional hours each week because some of her work
colleagues are shielding. Whilst she feels proud of her role
in the pandemic, she worries when she sees people in the
store handling goods and touching their faces.
 Sylvia couldn’t see her mother at all until August. She was
too worried about being an infection risk for her mother so
didn’t go and see her. Sylvia tried to explain video-calling
to her mother but she just didn’t manage it, so she called
her every other night to see how she was.
 Talking to her mother was OK but Sylvia wanted to see
how her mother was looking and to see if she was
managing the house. She was very worried that her
mother might not be managing her tablets well but didn’t
know what she could do about it.
 Sylvia did some online ordering for her mother’s food
shopping, but the initial shortages meant that even when
she ordered all the right things, she couldn’t be guaranteed
that her mother would get what she wanted. She was also
worried that her mother might be uneasy about a stranger
coming to the door and felt this was also putting her
mother at risk.
 Sylvia’s B12 injections have been stopped, she doesn’t
know how long for or what this means. The practice nurse
said she would be OK for a few months and could take
tablets. Sylvia looked this up on the internet, she doesn’t
think this was quite right and so she joined a facebook
group for people in the same situation. She learned that
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some people were self-injecting but doesn’t know how to
do this or what she would do with the used needles.
 Sylvia remembered that her mother was supposed to have
blood tests before going to see the rheumatologist but can’t
remember why. Her mother is quite anxious about going
to have blood tests. Sylvia doesn’t know whether this is
important enough to phone up her mother’s doctor. She
doesn’t know if the doctor will be allowed to give her any
information or even if the receptionist will let her speak to
the doctor.
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What we did in this kind of situation:
 CHCs across Wales made sure that information about the
coronavirus was available on our main web pages. People
like Sylvia could find the right information and be
signposted to other sources of valid information such as
Public Health Wales.
 CHCs regularly reminded WG that sometimes older people
have no support immediately available and cannot use
technology even if they want to.
 CHCs across Wales asked Welsh Government about the
situation with B12 injections. People weren’t happy
waiting, some people knew they couldn’t have tablets and
that their health would decline. People felt that this was
essential and weren’t happy it had been stopped. We
discussed this several times.
 HDCHC asked the Health Board about some general
questions about how people with dementia were being
cared for in the pandemic. In particular we asked how
people with essential appointments could be accompanied
to make sure that communication was as clear as possible.
 CHCs across Wales regularly reminded WG, Health Boards
and other bodies that some people are isolated and have
no friends or family for nearby support. We had heard how
sometimes appeals for help were being made across
Facebook groups asking people to drop in on the elderly
and this was not always a safe option.
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No 5 Coronavirus Street
Jenny is in her mid 60s and lives with her daughter Nicky.

5

Jenny is retired and doesn’t drive. Nicky works for a
local lettings agency and travels 20 miles to work.
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In the pandemic, she has been told she has to go to work but
has had to adjust her hours so there are less people in the office
at the same time.
Jenny had some surgery following a fall last year and is still
having physiotherapy but is looking forward to being able to go
back to town on the bus when she is able to mobilise better. In
the meantime, she has relied on Nicky for shopping and lifts
Nicky has a boyfriend, Gary that she stays with every other
weekend. Nicky has had a couple of abnormal smears in the
past, she hasn’t told her mother or Gary about this. She is due
a repeat smear soon and needs a contraceptive review
appointment.

What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Jenny hasn’t completed her full course of physiotherapy
and is worried that this will prevent her from recovering
properly. She does her exercises at home but doesn’t
know when she will be seen by a physiotherapist next and
isn’t sure if she is doing all the exercises correctly.
 Lockdown meant that Nicky had to decide whether she
should stay with her boyfriend and leave her mother on her
own or whether Gary should move in with her and her
mother. Gary moved in with Nicky and Jenny but this
meant that his mother was now on her own.
 Nicky’s planned smear appointment has been cancelled.
She is worried about this but she can’t share her worries
with Gary or her mum. She has been having some spotting
in between her periods and doesn’t know if this is because
she needs a contraceptive review or because there is a
problem she should seek help for.
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What we did in this kind of situation:
 CHCs across Wales asked Public Health Wales (the body
responsible for screening) about their plans for starting
screening services again. We knew some things had to be
stopped for a short time, but people couldn’t wait
indefinitely. Patients with more urgent need for screening
needed some priority.
 We asked Public Health Wales to identify how it would
manage the backlog of screening cases for all sorts of
screening matters across Wales.
 We provided comments to Public Health Wales when it
provided CHCs with details of how the screening service
would work. They told us they needed to ensure social
distancing in their premises and they would aim to keep
numbers low. We reminded them that some women
attending for screening might really need to be
accompanied because of specific needs for support and that
plans had to allow for this.
 CHCs asked the Health Board how they were going to be
managing therapies. People still needed physiotherapy and
speech therapy in order to support their recovery. We
heard that these services were sometimes being provided
in different ways. Moving forward we want to find out what
people have thought of these new ways of delivering care
and have reminded the Health Board that patient feedback
on these matters is important.
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No 6 Coronavirus Street

Dave and Audrey are in their 80s and are a retired
couple.

6

They have lived in the street for over 40 years.
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Dave is a keen golfer and plays bowls regularly. Audrey has
mental health problems and is very shy and softly spoken.

They both provide some care for Audrey’s brother Malcolm who
lives 5 miles away in a sheltered housing complex for adults
with physical disabilities.

Malcolm is disabled and has used a wheelchair from a very
young age. He doesn’t need any carers as such but he relies on
Dave and Audrey to bring him some shopping and to change his
bed for him every week.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Dave hasn’t been able to see his friends and he is worried
about his team mates in the bowls club. He knows he is
getting older and worries that if he cannot get out and
about over the summer, the following winter will be very
challenging. He needs his sports activities as a break from
Audrey.
 Audrey finds the whole pandemic situation very
overwhelming, she doesn’t know how she will cope if Dave
becomes ill. She thinks she might struggle with going to
the shops and talking to people. She isn’t used to going
anywhere on her own. She has been trying to get used to
wearing a mask but finds that people struggle to hear her
and she gets embarrassed having to repeat things.
 Audrey has been watching the news reports about the
coronavirus cases and she is really frightened about the
figures increasing. She watches this religiously every day.
 She is worried about helping Malcolm in the complex.
There are some shared communal areas and she doesn’t
know if they are cleaned properly. But if they don’t visit
Malcolm, he will have to get carers. Audrey is worried that
if Malcolm has carers they might take the coronavirus into
his home and that could be the end of him.
 Malcolm now thinks he might have to get carers if Dave
and Audrey can’t help him every week. He doesn’t want
strangers in his home. He thinks that if his neighbours see
people coming in wearing masks and PPE (Personal
Protective Equipment), they will think that he is infectious
and a risk to everyone else. He will also lose his privacy.
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 He is concerned that if Dave and Audrey don’t come to visit
him anymore he will become more isolated. He doesn’t
have many friends and enjoys listening to Dave’s stories
about the golf club and bowling gangs.
 Malcolm doesn’t know if he will be able to find carers now
and this might even mean that he has to go into a care
home. He knows that this means that he will have no
visitors at all and will have truly lost his independence. He
feels that this is the beginning of the end.
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What we did in this kind of situation:


CHCs across Wales discussed with WG how the daily figures
on coronavirus were worrying for people and sometimes
potentially misleading in some areas.



HDCHC asked the Health Board about coronavirus tests for
carers. We heard how relatives far away from their elderly
parents or other family members were worried that there
were lots of opportunities for coronavirus to be brought into
a home. Some people told us that they had carers several
times every day and this could greatly increase their risk.



HDCHC discussed with the Health Board how our local care
homes were managing and places where people live
communally. We identified that some places were
struggling with staffing levels as people were frightened of
the coronavirus.



We also heard directly from some care home settings and
from care home workers who were struggling to get
enough PPE and we directed them to the Health Board to
resolve this.



When HDCHC heard from companies and people wanting to
donate PPE, we put them in touch with the right people in
the Health Board so that this could be managed quickly.
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No 7 Coronavirus Street
Melvin is a widower.

7

His wife died just before Christmas and he is living
alone. He is a quiet man and in reasonable health.
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He had surgery for cancer a few years ago. He has a stoma and
has some bladder problems after radiotherapy. He is
occasionally incontinent but usually has no other health
problems.

He thinks maybe he needs to see a doctor about this as it might
be his prostate. Since his wife’s death he has become a bit
obsessed by his health, he worries that he might die on his own.

Melvin is very worried about the internet, social media and being
scammed. He has a ten year old computer and a tablet that his
late wife used to use but he only looks up the weather and won’t
complete anything by email.
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What the pandemic has meant for him:
 Melvin is a worrier. When lockdown first hit, he was
worried about his car MOT and how this would be organised
as it might mean he would lose his independence.
 Melvin worried about his stoma supplies. It has all worked
well since his cancer surgery but he didn’t know if this
pandemic situation would mean shortages. He didn’t know
if perhaps he should change his bag less often. He doesn’t
feel that any one of his friends or family realise what it is
like living with a stoma. People could stockpile toilet rolls
but he cannot stockpile stoma bags.
 He is due an eye test and has to complete a form for the
DVLA soon. He is worried that if he can’t get an eye test,
he might lose his license.
 He has thought of ending his life but doesn’t want to talk
about it with anyone.
 His stoma is now painful but he is sure this is not an
emergency, he is not sure what urgent means. He knows
that he was developing some soreness around it and is
going to see if changing his diet helps but he isn’t sure if
the stoma nurse is still working now, to give him the advice
he needs.
 He thinks that maybe he should see a GP about his
incontinence, he has heard that men can have prostate
problems but doesn’t want to talk to his friends or daughter
about it. He knows he can’t just pop into the surgery for
an appointment and has no idea of how to get an
appointment on line and doesn’t want the surgery having
his email address.
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What we did in this kind of situation:
 CHCs across Wales spoke with Health Boards and WG about
medication supplies that people were getting routinely on
prescription. We knew that this was a worry for some
people during lockdown and some people also thought that
the Brexit situation could mean that we wouldn’t have the
supplies that we usually had.
 We told Health Boards and WG that people were struggling
with appointment systems. We reminded them that not
everyone is able to use technology. Not everyone is even
very good at using the telephone. We asked that there
should be arrangements in place to enable people like Melvin
to speak to someone when they think they might need help.
 We discussed with WG that new ways of working such as
virtual consultations were a good way for many people to
access health services and to remain safe. We emphasised
that this one approach did not suit everyone.
 We discussed with Health Boards and WG, the likelihood that
lots of people would delay seeing a doctor. This means that
they would end up with conditions that were far worse by
the time that they did get seen. We discussed the long term
implications that this would have on people, their families
and the NHS.
 We asked the Health Board about the support nurses such
as Parkinson’s nurses, epilepsy nurses, stoma nurses etc
and whether they were still accessible. They often enable
people with long term conditions stay well in their own
homes but people didn’t know if they had been redeployed.
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No 8 Coronavirus Street

Reggie and Rosemarie are a retired couple.

8

Reggie is in his mid 80s and not in good health.
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He has cancer which is not operable. It is slow growing and he
has decided not to have chemotherapy but is aware that he has
a limited lifespan but he doesn’t want to know how long he has
left. He has pain killing medication to get through the difficult
days but some days are really good and he can potter in his
garden. There is a small operation he could have as a day case
which would likely help his pain and he was thinking of having
this before lockdown. He isn’t so sure now.
Rosemarie is very stoic about this. She wants to look after
Reggie herself but knows that this might get harder as he
deteriorates. For the time being Reggie can still drive and care
for himself. They both know that this won’t last long.
Reggie’s only son emigrated last year. The couple have
relatives about eight miles away but because of lockdown they
can’t help.
Rosemarie quite likes the online ordering from the
supermarkets, it saves the burden of shopping. At the moment
she alternates between 2 major supermarkets as she can’t
decide which she likes best.
She really likes the Thursday night clapping and she is very
active in a Whatsapp group that one of the neighbours has set
up. She doesn’t feel quite so alone now and feels that for the
first time there is a bit of a community in the street and she
knows that she will need this when Reggie goes. She can’t even
begin to think of what would happen if she had coronavirus and
had to go into hospital because on his bad days, Reggie just sits
around all day – these are becoming more frequent.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:

 Reggie is really worried about coronavirus and having to go
into hospital and die on his own. He has spoken to
Rosemarie about this and they know that this may mean
signing a Do Not Attempt Resuscitation (DNAR) form.
Reggie already has an advance directive which makes it
clear he does not want lots of treatment at the end of his
life. They just didn’t think that maybe something like
coronavirus might make this happen much sooner.
 Rosemarie is feeling overwhelmed about the big likelihood
of her becoming a widow sometime soon and what this will
be like if she can’t be at Reggie’s bedside when he dies or
have a proper funeral. She isn’t sure how Reggie’s son will
react if he realises his dad might die alone.
 Reggie’s operation is on hold. It won’t really increase his
life, but might give him a better quality of life. It may
mean that he avoids medication for longer and can carry on
driving. He doesn’t know when he will have this surgery.
He doesn’t know if it is urgent or not and is relying on his
GP to support him. He has been told that his surgery may
happen in a private hospital that the NHS has taken over.
 Rosemarie is worried about Reggie being in pain. She can
get medication for him and has been told a district nurse
can call but this isn’t needed yet. She is not sure how to
contact the district nurse but assumes this will involve a
phone call to the surgery and a long wait to speak to a
person.
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What we did in this situation:
 HDCHC asked the Health Board what was in place for
people who were at the end of their life and who needed to
go into hospital.
 HDCHC also checked that there was chaplaincy provision so
that people with religious beliefs could be supported in
hospital.
 HDCHC told the Health Board that there were lots of
worries in the community about ‘Do Not Attempt
Resuscitation’ decisions. In particular, families were
worried that relatives in care homes were being asked to
‘sign’ these documents without maybe fully understanding
what they meant.
 We told the Health Board that if there was any
documentation that is made available to patients/their
families around this sensitive subject of DNR, that HDCHC
would like to see this so we could share it with our
members to review the information available.
 HDCHC asked the Health Board to make the public aware
of the public cancer advice/helpline that they had
mentioned in their Public Board meeting. We wanted
people to be able to access the Cancer Nurse Specialist
Team for advice and support.
 HDCHC has regularly asked the Health Board about surgery
lists. We know that there is a growing list of people
needing operations for different reasons. The Health Board
has explained to us how much more complicated it is now
to do even a relatively simple procedure. HDCHC has said
that the Health Board needs to explain this to people so
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that they understand why things don’t seem to be
improving.
 CHCs across Wales have asked Health Boards about using
private hospitals and how long these will be used to help
manage the demands on the NHS.
 CHCs across Wales have emphasised to WG and local
Health Boards that people have become increasingly
frustrated at the delay in reintroducing routine services.
We also said that people with delayed surgery need to be
communicated with clearly.
 HDCHC has discussed with the Health Board the impact on
people when loved ones have to die in hospital from
conditions such as cancer and they maybe have to die
alone. We asked about bereavement support and
counselling services.
 CHCs have also discussed with WG if there is potential for
an all-Wales approach on areas such as cancer services so
that different bodies can work together across Wales.
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No 9 Coronavirus Street

Jason, Paula and Igor are a family in the street. They
haven’t been there very long but have tried to get
involved with the neighbours.

9

Jason and Paula are Igor’s grandparents, their daughter
passed away two years ago and they have been looking
after Igor ever since.
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They have an older grandson, Niall, who is 17 and lives in
Ireland and usually spends longer holidays with them.
Whilst Jason and Paula are in good health, Igor, who is 7 has
some behavioural issues and needs a statement for his school so
he can get assistance as he appears to have ADHD. Part of this
process involves a consultant letter but the appointment has
been cancelled. Jason and Paula don’t know what to do, but it
doesn’t seem to matter now that the schools are closed anyway.
One week before lockdown, Igor fell and broke his arm, he was
delighted to have a cast but was hard to distract him, from
cutting the cast off when his arm became itchy.

Niall was with them when lockdown was announced. He has a
cardiac condition which is managed with medication. He arrived
with plenty, but hasn’t been able to go home as planned. Niall
now has to stay longer and doesn’t know if he can get tablets
from his grandparents’ surgery.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:

 No one knows if Igor will get an appointment before
September. The consultant letter is important to sort out
the help he needs in school. Jason and Paula worry that a
delay might set Igor back for another year. They don’t
know who to phone to chase this up and they have no
intention of bothering the GP about this at the moment.
Paula thinks maybe they should start tracking down the
school nurse for advice on this but doesn’t even know if
they are still working now that schools are shut.
 Igor will need his cast removed in a few weeks. Paula is
feeling a bit unnerved about that. She is not sure if Igor
will need another X-ray or if she will be able to go in with
him into the X-ray department.
 Niall doesn’t need a consultant appointment locally he just
needs repeat medications but this has been hard to achieve
because his records are all in Ireland. The local GP surgery
seems to have been very reluctant to provide him with any
care and treatment. Niall isn’t too worried about this but
he knows his grandad, Jason, has been a bit rude to some
of the receptionists in the GP Surgery on the telephone,
trying to sort this out. Jason is waiting a call back from the
Practice Manager to discuss the situation.
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What we did for people in this kind of
situation:

 CHCs across Wales talked to WG about issues arising from
patients being in lockdown and away from home. We had
heard that some GP surgeries were reluctant to take on
patients during the lockdown period and this meant that
some people might have no care.
 When HDCHC heard that orthopaedic/fracture clinics had
changed in Carmarthenshire, we asked the Health Board
about this to make sure that this was accessible to all. We
reminded the Health Board that although sometimes
services might need to change urgently because of the
coronavirus situation, it could not change things
permanently without a proper consultation and discussion
process with the CHC.
 We reminded the Health Board that CHCs were not there to
be obstructive to changes but needed to be sure that any
changes considered, involved the public.
 HDCHC asked how School Nurses were being re-deployed
during the lockdown period. We know that School Nurses
have a very important part to play in supporting families
and monitoring the wellbeing of children from challenging
backgrounds. We wanted assurance that there was still
adequate surveillance systems available to make sure that
‘children at risk’ remained safe.
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 HDCHC dealt with a small number of situations where
patients had fallen out with their GP Surgeries during the
coronavirus pandemic. Usually this had happened because
of misunderstandings over appointments or medication. In
some cases we discussed individual instances with GPs to
achieve a resolution. In others we asked the Health Board
to remind GP Practices that some people were really
struggling to cope with the lockdown situation and this
meant that they sometimes behaved out of character.
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No 10 Coronavirus Street

Melissa and Caitlin are a mum and daughter who live in
the street and have been there years.

10

Melissa is a single parent, she has 2 other daughters
who live about 30 miles away and a son who lives in
Cardiff.
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Caitlin is a typical moody 15 yr old teenager who attends the
local comprehensive. She is asthmatic and has eczema.
Melissa has an underactive thyroid and has medication for this.
She also has a blood clotting problem which makes her a greater
risk if she catches coronavirus but she is not classed as a
shielder. She can work from home during the pandemic.
Melissa worries that Caitlin needs a flu jab in the autumn. She
is worried now that Caitlin is out of school and seems to be
alienated from her friends that her mental health is suffering.
She has been corresponding with the school nurse about
Caitlin’s increasingly obsessive behaviours.

Three months into the pandemic, Melissa developed an eye
problem. She tolerated it for a while but it was gradually
worsening but opticians were closed and it didn’t seem to
warrant a GP appointment even though she felt this could be
sorted by a video-consultation.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Melissa has managed to get a bulk dose of her medication
that will last her three months. She is wondering about
trying to order repeat tablets online from the surgery but
the last time she did this, it didn’t work. She can’t
remember the password either but thinks that this is not a
priority for the GP surgery to have to deal with at this time.
 Caitlin usually gets seen in the hospital once a year for a
surveillance visit on an unusual mole that she developed as
a small child. Melissa is not keen to take her to an
appointment because of the risk of coronavirus. However,
she has heard that there are no dermatologists in the area
and therefore it would be silly to decline any appointment
offered. Caitlin’s granddad died at a young age from
melanoma, so Melissa knows that these checks are perhaps
more important for Caitlin. Melissa could manage a video
consultation on this but has been told in the past that it is
important that the mole is looked at under a special
microscope each year.
 If the appointment does come up Melissa isn’t sure how
Caitlin will react to all the PPE that the staff may be
wearing. It may make her obsessive behaviours worse.
 Melissa did a lot of Googling about eye conditions. She is
now a bit worried that maybe her eye condition is a sign of
something more serious. However she often tells her
friends not to listen to ‘Dr Google’ and she should perhaps
follow her own advice.
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What we did for people in this kind of
situation:
 CHCs across Wales have regularly discussed the flu vaccine
situation with Health Boards and Welsh Government, even
in the early summer period when winter seemed a long
way away and when people were hoping that the
coronavirus situation would just perhaps be resolved by
then.
 HDCHC spoke to the Health Board about the flu vaccination
process, the planning needed and how this year it is going
to be more challenging because of social distancing. We
have told WG that the public are also very aware of this
year being different and more people want to have their flu
jabs as soon as possible and there needs to be
communication about this.
 CHCs across Wales asked WG and Health Boards how it
was going to manage to communicate information to
children, young people and other groups who might need
to understand about staff wearing PPE in hospitals. We
advised that parents and carers could help prepare children
and vulnerable individuals for hospital visits if they knew
what it was going to be like.
 HDCHC spoke to the Health Board and asked them to
consider a ‘walk through’ video, explaining to people what
it would be like going into a hospital now that all the
coronavirus measures had to be in place.
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No 11 Coronavirus Street
Vanessa and Aled are the youngest couple in the street.

11

They have 2 year old twin girls, Lottie and Lizzie.
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Vanessa has suffered with postnatal depression and lost her
brother in an accident six months ago. She occasionally sees a
Community Psychiatric Nurse. She relies heavily on her mother
who comes up every day to spend time with her.
Her husband Aled works for the NHS and he is a keen gardener
and vegan cook. He is a health care support worker and knows
about the coronavirus situation in the local hospital. He knows
his wife will be worried about this. He has assured her he will
shower in work and that he will be able to stay living with his
family, safely.
Lizzie and Lottie are non-identical twins. Lottie seems to be
very much smaller than her sister. She is a picky eater but
Vanessa is worried that maybe there is a problem.

Vanessa has just missed her second period. If she is pregnant,
it is not planned and she is worried that Aled will be cross. She
hasn’t told anyone about this yet and wants to get a pregnancy
test.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Vanessa cannot see her mum every day, this means she is on
her own with the twins and this is difficult particularly as she
is really exhausted at the moment.
 Aled is worried about living at home with his family if there
are coronavirus cases in his workplace but he is equally
worried about living away from home as Vanessa won’t cope
on her own with the twins and she seems tired all the time.
 Vanessa wants to speak to the Health Visitor and get the
twins weighed. The home scales are not reliable for 2 year
olds. She isn’t sure if the weight difference is because they
are non-identical twins. She might have talked to the Health
Visitor about this but doesn’t want to phone around to find
where the Health Visitor is just to talk about this.
 Vanessa doesn’t know how to get a pregnancy test easily
nowadays. She is worried about queues in pharmacies with
the twins, or someone seeing what she is buying. If she is
pregnant, she doesn’t know what she wants to do? If she
buys an on-line test kit, she is worried that Aled will see it as
they have a shared account.
 She doesn’t want to have a virtual appointment with the
doctor with the twins in the background. She knows that
they are copying everything she says at the moment and
knowing her luck they will hear something that she doesn’t
want them to repeat in front of Aled.
 Vanessa would like to have a chat with her CPN. She would
like to find out if she is at greater risk of post-natal
depression if she has another baby. But she hasn’t heard
from her for a while and wonders if she has been discharged.
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What we did in this situation:

 HDCHC discussed with the Health Board how mental health
care was being accessed and managed during the
pandemic. We had heard that in some areas people were
being discharged without discussion and we wanted to
make sure that people could still access support when they
needed it, even if it had to be in a very different way.
 HDCHC asked the Health Board questions about how the econsult system worked. We wanted to know what
information people had been given before they used it. We
reminded the Health Board that this system did not suit
everyone even if they were able to use the technology,
sometimes their circumstances meant that it wasn’t
appropriate.
 HDCHC asked the Health Board to remind GP Practices
that receptionists needed to be able to explain new
systems to people clearly. We identified that some
receptionists might need training to do this well.
 HDCHC asked the Health Board how health visiting was
working now that clinics were not taking place and
home visits needed to be avoided. We know that
Health Visitors provide a lot of support to young
families, particularly where there may not be
immediate family available.
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No 12 Coronavirus Street

Eric and Rachel are in their 60s, they are both fit and
well.

12

Eric works as an office manager but has been
furloughed during the pandemic, Rachel is a part time
yoga teacher. They are busy in the community and local
church food bank.
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Rachel had been speaking to Betty (who lives opposite) and
heard how worried she was about her granddaughter working as
a carer without enough PPE. So Rachel had joined a local
Coronavirus-19 group on the internet and had planned to sew
supplies for the NHS now that she wasn’t able to run any yoga
classes.
Then, Rachel’s glasses broke on the fourth week of lockdown.
The broken glasses are now a huge problem as Rachel had been
looking forward to sewing PPE supplies for community carers so
she could feel as if she was contributing. She has also ordered
material from the internet and was looking forward to making
lots of funky facemasks for children and teenagers, to encourage
them to wear masks.

She is a bit worried about her own grandchildren who live in
Newport.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Eric had been busy in his workshop printing 3D masks and
visors. Unfortunately he tried some woodwork also and cut
his hand badly. Eric had to visit A&E – he didn’t realise his
injury was so bad initially but when it wouldn’t stop
bleeding he knew he had to go to hospital.
 He couldn’t drive himself and Rachel doesn’t drive. He
wasn’t sure about getting a taxi and was worried about
how much this would cost if it ended up with him needing
to go to the hospital 20 miles away. He didn’t want to call
an ambulance and there were another couple of numbers
he could ring like 111 and 119 but he didn’t know what this
situation warranted. In the end he phoned his cousin Des
even though it meant breaking the lockdown rules. Des
was quite glad to go and get out of the house.
 Eric hasn’t been to a hospital for years so wasn’t sure of
the protocol and whether he should wear a mask so he put
one in his pocket just in case and he also took along a visor
that he had made himself.
 Rachel simply needs a new pair of glasses, once she has
them she can do something to feel useful and keep herself
busy. Without glasses, lots of things are really challenging
like reading the instructions on some of her cleaning
products.
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What we did for people in this kind of
situation:
 HDCHC discussed with the Health Boards how local A&E
departments were managing. We heard that there was
less footfall in all the A&Es across Hywel Dda. We asked if
social distancing could be achieved in departments where
the care could not be planned in advance.
 CHCs across Wales talked to Health Boards and WG about
how A&E demands could be managed. We heard about a
‘Phone first’ initiative being used in Cardiff asking people to
phone before going to A&E and we asked lots of questions
about what this would mean for patients as we did not
want people waiting in their cars or being turned away.
 HDCHC heard how some patients had been ‘upset’ by staff
speaking to them harshly when they forgot about mask
wearing or social distancing. We asked NHS bodies to
provide some guidance for staff in dealing with these
situations. Whilst some people were not following the
expectations about keeping a social distance, often this was
simply because they forgot. We said that the best approach
was to remind them appropriately rather than tell them off
in public.
 HDCHC also told WG and NHS bodies that people were
confused about what NHS staff should be wearing in terms
of PPE. Some people were worried when they saw staff
without masks in hospital. In addition, they were really
worried when they saw staff in NHS uniforms shopping in
supermarkets.
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 HDCHC asked the Health Board to make it clear how people
could access some basic services such as optometry and
dentistry.
 CHCs across Wales identified that there was significant
variation in the quality and type of information available to
the public from NHS websites.
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No 13 Coronavirus Street
Gwyneth and Meurig are in their 50s and 60s.
Gwyneth works in the local primary school as a cleaner and
is a type 2 diabetic.

13

Meurig is a lorry driver and has developed coronavirus 19
and has gone into hospital. He is generally well but he is a
big man and a bit embarrassed by his weight. He thinks he
contracted coronavirus on his last Dover run.
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Gwyneth has to self-isolate and she is taking this seriously.
However, she isn’t entirely sure if this is for 7, 10 or 14 days but
is waiting for the school to tell her more about this.

In the meantime, she is at home, worrying about Meurig, she
knows he is a stoic man and won’t complain. He will be very
uncomfortable in hospital as he is a private person. Whenever
they have needed to deal with ‘health’ people before, she
usually does most of the talking. She is worried that Meurig will
tell staff he is OK, when he really isn’t and this may mean he will
come home from hospital too soon and relapse.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:
 Meurig can’t have visitors and Gwyneth can’t take things
down to the hospital for him. She knows that Meurig will
be bored in hospital when he starts to feel better, he is not
the kind of man to just sit in bed. She is worried that if he
runs out of pyjamas, he won’t want to wear a gown and
she doesn’t think that most hospital pyjama sizes will fit
him.
 Gwyneth has heard about field hospitals but doesn’t know if
Meurig will go there. She has heard that these have large
open wards and thinks that Meurig won’t like that as he is a
private person.
 Gwyneth and Meurig have been together since they were
teenagers, she has been used to being without him
because he is a lorry driver. This feels different because
she doesn’t know when or if he will come home. She wants
to find out how Meurig is but is worried she is being a
nuisance phoning up so often. Their 2 sons phone her up
every day to check she is OK and she wishes she had more
news to tell them. Although she phones Meurig a few
times a day, she knows that he won’t want to worry her
and is bound to say he is OK. She would like to speak to a
doctor or nurse to see how he is really doing.
 Gwyneth is concerned about how she will cope with Meurig
when he comes home. She has seen all the television
stories about how weak people can be after a coronavirus
infection. She knows that she will not be able to lift him
and she needs to be sure he can get upstairs safely by
himself. She doesn’t know if she will be asked about his
discharge or if suddenly he will just arrive on the doorstep
by ambulance.
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What we did for people in this kind of
situation:
 CHCs across Wales shared information on their websites
and social media platforms to help people understand the
restrictions on visiting. We asked WG and Health Boards to
keep this under review and to bear in mind that some
people really did need visits or for someone to be with
them.
 CHCs across Wales regularly asked Health Boards about the
plans for the use of field hospitals. We told WG and Health
Boards that these buildings had been developed in a short
time and that there needed to be clarity about what kind of
patients were going to be accommodated there.
 HDCHC staff visited unoccupied field hospitals to
understand how they were laid out and to try to identify
issues that might emerge when people had to occupy these
buildings.
 HDCHC wrote to the Health Board about some changes that
we felt were needed to some of the local field hospitals to
make sure people felt that they were having dignified care.
 HDCHC heard that people were very supportive of the work
that went on to develop field hospitals. But as time went
on, they couldn’t understand why people with confirmed
coronavirus infection couldn’t be cared for in the field
hospitals to allow our usual hospital buildings to get back to
normal services. We heard from the Health Board about
the need for intensive care capacity and use of oxygen for
coronavirus patients. We were told that these were things
that were best provided in a traditional hospital setting.
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 CHCs across Wales asked Health Boards to make contact
arrangements clear so that worried families could find out
how their loved ones were doing. We asked what
telephone number people should contact for updates
regarding patients who were in the main hospitals or field
hospitals.
 CHCs across Wales asked Health Boards about supplies of
personal clothes and toiletries etc, for patients in hospital.
We heard about schemes where donations were being
made direct to hospitals and where there were designated
drop off points where relatives could leave things.
 CHCs identified that patients in hospitals would sometimes
be there for reasons other than coronavirus. HDCHC
discussed with the Health Board the impact of social
distancing on patients and use of communal facilities such
as showers. We wanted to make sure that patients in
hospital could still have these facilities available to them or
whether there would be restrictions in place.
 HDCHC also asked about the requirement for visitors
(those that were allowed) to wear face masks. We also
asked about people attending outpatient appointments and
whether masks would be provided or if people had to
supply their own and if these needed to be a particular type
as we didn’t want people turning up to hospitals to find that
they were not allowed in.



HDCHC also checked the websites of all the GP practices
within the Hywel Dda area to see what information about
facemasks was available for patients who had internet
access.
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No 14 Coronavirus Street

Mavis and Brian are in their 70s.

14

They are both getting frail and have been worried about
the future. They have been looking at moving into
sheltered accommodation because they are struggling to
look after their home and get upstairs.
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Their only son lives in Seattle and they only usually see him
once a year. Brian has a brother who lives a few miles away
and they see each other once a week.
Mavis has arthritis and has disease modifying medications which
usually involve regular blood tests. She usually goes to her local
hospital for this but services have changed and she needs to go
elsewhere.

She has heard that the branch surgery she usually attends is
now closed and she doesn’t like going to the main branch
because she doesn’t like driving in town on her own. She is
worried that her pain clinic appointment won’t happen and that
will make her very miserable.
They are both very frightened of winter coming and whether
they will be able to have their usual flu jabs.
Whilst they are both big fans of the NHS and do the Thursday
night clapping, Brian has made a complaint about his last NHS
appointment. He doesn’t know now whether he will get an
answer to his complaint or if he should just forget about it.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:


Mavis is finding her pain is increasing. She can take more
tablets but these make her feel woozy. The injections she
gets at the pain clinic usually sort her out for a few months
but she doesn’t know if she will get her next appointment.



Mavis and Brian wanted to speak to someone about
sheltered accommodation. But they assume that they can’t
do anything for the time being. They are trying to be
careful on the stairs but the carpet is worn and they know
they can’t replace it without having people in the house.



Mavis has to book blood tests now. In a way, this is better
because she doesn’t have to spend a long time in the
phlebotomy clinic. But Brian has to take her because it
involves driving through the town centre which is busy and
the car park is not very big.



Brian feels that the complaint he made was important but
he feels it is wrong now to chase it up when the NHS is
under pressure. He doesn’t know who to ask for advice on
this.
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What we did for people in this kind of
situation:
 HDCHC and CHCs across Wales spoke to Health Boards and
WG about pain management for people with long-term
chronic pain. We said it was important that people knew
when some of these services were going to resume.
 CHCs across Wales regularly asked WG and Health Boards
about the potential impact of the coronavirus pandemic on
the flu vaccination programme. When WG identified how
further groups of people would be eligible for a flu
vaccination, we asked how this would be managed and how
adequate supplies of flu vaccine were being obtained.
 HDCHC continued to provide people with complaints
advocacy services. This meant that people wanting to
make a new complaint or even in the midst of a complaint
had someone to turn to for information and support.
 CHCs across Wales informed people that the progress of
complaints might be slower but that Health Boards and the
Public Services Ombudsman’s Office was aware that the
pandemic was sometimes affecting the timely management
of complaints.
 HDCHC set up virtual meetings between people with
complaints and NHS staff, where it was appropriate to do
so and CHC advocates attended these on a virtual basis.
This sometimes meant setting up test Skype and Teams
calls so that complainants felt comfortable in using the
technology before the meetings took place.
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 HDCHC monitored all complaints on a regular basis and
identified ones that had specifically arisen from the
coronavirus pandemic situation.
 CHCs across Wales ran weekly reports on complaints and
enquiries to identify the common themes that were
happening across the country. We used these themes as
the basis of our weekly meetings with WG to ensure that
people’s experiences were informing the advice and
information that WG was providing in the weekly
announcements.
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No 15 Coronavirus Street

Ralph, James and Kai are students.

15

As students, they would usually be living in student digs
but they decided to share the house they live in (Kai
inherited it from his grandmother). They like fixing cars
in their spare time to make a bit of extra cash.
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What the pandemic has meant for them:



Ralph has symptoms of an STI, he hasn’t told his friends.
He has found a telephone number he can call but hasn’t
done anything about it so far. He doesn’t want to tell his
new girlfriend about this. He thinks the sexual health clinic
is shut and is debating getting a DIY test kit through the
post. He is worried he won’t be able to use it properly and
would rather have a professional do the test for him even if
it is embarrassing. But he doesn’t know where to go and
he would like to talk it through anyway as he isn’t sure
what to tell his girlfriend.



James wants to go home for the rest of the lockdown but
his elderly grandad lives with his parents in Merthyr. He
knows that Ralph and Kai haven’t been good about the self
isolating rules and is worried that if he goes back home he
might be a risk for his grandad’s chest problems as he has
COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease). James is
worried about his grandad.



Kai has been partying and recently had a tattoo done by a
friend at a party. It is looking a bit sore and he now feels a
bit of an idiot for having it done. He has a bit of a
temperature and isn’t sure if this might be coronavirus or if
his tattoo is making him feel unwell. He doesn’t know if he
should go to A&E or not.
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What we did for people in this kind of
situation:
 CHCs across Wales spoke to WG about sexual health
services to make sure that there was some kind of ongoing provision. We advised that unplanned pregnancies
needed to be discussed within a limited time frame and
people could not delay asking for advice. Other sexual
health services were also important to prevent illness
spreading and people needed to be able to access this.
 CHCs across Wales told WG that many people didn’t mind
undertaking some DIY care such as doing swabs or sending
samples off. But this was a worry for some people and
therefore the DIY approach should not be the only option.
 CHCs across Wales discussed with WG how people needed
support and advice in choosing which NHS services they
used.
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Beyond our street – summing up
This HDCHC report has provided examples of some of our
activities during the first five months of the unprecedented
coronavirus pandemic.
In addition to this work, we continued to hold meetings and
scrutinise health services. We helped members of the public
who approached us with a vast array of very diverse enquiries
and concerns.
Although our usual ways of working have changed significantly,
we continue to act as the voice for Hywel Dda residents even
during these challenging times. Besides the examples above we
have also dealt with issues which include:
















Maternity care and childbirth within the pandemic
Staff uniform policies
The test, trace and protect initiative
Chemotherapy treatments
Welsh Blood service
Section 17 leave for people detained under the Mental
Health Act
Psychological support for coronavirus patients during their
recovering and discharge from ITU
Rehabilitation services for coronavirus patients
Oxygen supplies for hospitals
Coronavirus vaccine developments
Planning and predicting population needs in a pandemic
involving a new virus
Management of care of people with autism
Suicide rates during the pandemic
Translation and interpreting requirements
Evaluation of patient experience of video consultations and
telephone appointments
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We sincerely look forward to writing the
final chapter of our coronavirus story.
In the meantime, we will keep on
acting on behalf of the people of Hywel
Dda and CHCs across Wales will
continue to work on behalf of Welsh
people.
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Hywel Dda Community Health Council
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